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Brine Filtration
Large Inventory | Express Delivery | Filtration Excellence

Extensive Range of
Filtration Systems & Solutions

Gopani is an ISO 9001:2015 certified manufacturer and distributor of world-class filtration, purification, adsorption, and separation solutions. With Innovation at the core, we develop next-gen filtration products and systems to solve all process-related challenges that the customers face.

Think Filtration
Think Gopani

Filter Systems / Filter Cartridges / Filter Bags / Porous Plastics Filter / Self Cleaning Filters / Process Filtration Systems / Filter Aids / ETP, STP, ZLD Plants / Activated Carbon

Gopani Product Systems | Uniexcel - A Gopani Group Company

104 Kashi Parekh Complex, Swastik Cross Road, B/h Bhagwati Chambers, C. G. Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad Gujarat-380009, INDIA. Email: info@gopani.com | rajni.patel@gopani.com Phone: +91-79-26441972/1951 Website: www.gopani.com
SHIELDING AGAINST CORROSION
Make Planet Green Again

Quality is never an accident it is always the result of High Intention, Sincere Effort, Intelligent Direction and Skillful Execution.
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DIP-FLON ENGINEERING & CO.
B-413, B. G. Tower, Outside Delhi Gate, Shahibaug Road, Ahmedabad - 380004. Gujarat, INDIA.
Phone: +91-79-25624003, 25624169, Mobile: +91 - 9898794440 | Fax: +91-79-25625665
Email: info@dipflon.com / sales@dipflon.com | Website: www.dipflon.com
Represent the Indian Alkali & Chloro Vinyl industry nationally and globally and facilitate the industry’s commitment to technological and economic growth, continuous improvement in protecting human health and environment, guided by sound science, technology and risk management principles. AMAI will achieve this by proactively promoting the industry through practices that are fair, inclusive and sustainable.
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Authorized agent in India
Horizon Polymer Engineering Pvt. Ltd
204 Sumer Kendra
Pandurang Budhkar marg, Worli
Mumbai - 400 018
Tel : +91 22 2496 503 1-36
Fax : +91 22 2496 1073
E-mail : corphq@hs.co.in

Service Center in Gujarat
Horizon Polymers Eng. Pvt Ltd
Plot No. 1908, Phase 2,
GIDC Chhatral – 382 729 Taluka - Kalol
Dist. Gandhinagar (Gujarat)
Phone : 02764-233626
Email : unit2@horizonpolymers.com

9 avenue Jean Jaurès
69320 Feyzin - France
Tel : +33 4 72 89 25 00
E-mail : info@descote.com

www.descote.com
I am happy to present the Annual Industry Review of the Association for the year 2020-21.

This annual publication covers information on Indian Chlor-Alkali, Soda Ash, Sodium Bicarbonate and PVC industries, including details on installed capacity, production, demand, supply, country-wise & month-wise imports, export intensity of exporting countries and annual exports and import intensity of the countries where India is exporting, global and domestic sector-wise consumption pattern and expected expansions for various products. Sector-wise consumption pattern for chlorine and hydrogen has also been included. It covers information on state-wise grid power rates besides cess & duties on captive power plants in various states.

To provide an insight on trade data in the country, this compilation includes additional trade data on caustic soda and soda ash, presented in simple formats with graphical & pictorial charts of key performance indicators for easy reference.

The Report also covers highlights of the Union Budget 2021-22, important notifications relating to customs, GST, anti-dumping, and safeguard duties as well as other important notifications and circulars issued by Government of India and regulatory bodies during the year.

The AMAI Annual Industry Review serves as a handy reference for information on Indian Alkali and PVC industries. I am sure members and those associated with these industries will find this publication useful and an authentic source of information.

I extend my sincere thanks to the AMAI Secretariat for bringing out this annual publication in its present updated form.

Jayant Dua
President

New Delhi
29 September 2021
India’s Largest Processor of FLUOROPOLYMERS


Pipework qualified ASTM F 1545

Chemours Co FC LLC - Delaware appoints Horizon Polymer as TEFLON® Licensing Partner for India Under Trademark license agreement to promote and sell PTFE/PFA/FEP Lined Piping products using TEFLON® PTFE/PFA/FEP Fluropolymer.

TEFLON and Teflon diamond brand logo are registered trademarks of The Chemours Company FC, LLC used under license by Horizon Polymer Engineering Pvt. Ltd.

Horizon Polymer Eng Pvt. Ltd.: 204, Sumer Kendra, Pandurang Bhudikar Marg, Worli, Mumbai - 400018, India
Contact: +91 22 24965031-36 | Fax: +91 22 24961073
Email: vp@horizonpolymer.com
Manufacturer of:
Lined piping systems, Columns, Vessel and Tanks for corrosive media applications

Lining Material: PTFE/PFA/FEP/PVDF/PP/HDPE

Why Resistotech:
- Processing capacity of 50+ tonnes per month
- Large diameters upto 2000 NB (80") by paste extrusion
- Liners thickness from 2 mm to 14 mm as per application
- Seamless lining in Tanks, column and vessel – no weld joints
- Liner lengths 6400 mm upto 400 NB and above all 3200
- All sizes 90 Deg Elbows in single piece
- Minimizing joints by longer lengths -saves product and installation cost
- Full vacuum upto 200 Deg C in any size
- Testing as per ASTM F 1545 – 03 for 100% products
- FDA certificate and compliance

Techno-commercial solutions provider with pre-engineering and case study of corrosion issues

RESISTOTECH INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-11, MIDC, SANNAR, DIST.: NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, PIN - 421 301.
M: 0091 9820429054  |  T: 0091 2551 230540  |  E: sales@resistotech.com  |  W: www.resistotech.com
Sustainable solutions from a world leader

Our concern for the environment starts with deploying proven state-of-the-art technologies either from our proprietary portfolio or from other world-renowned licensors. Take the case of the reduction in emissions of Nitrous Oxide from Nitric Acid plants, using our Envinox technology. Or the reduced energy requirements for the production of Caustic Soda in our NaCl ODC plants, or again, the ‘zero gap’ Cells therein, that ensure environmental considerations are met.

And as the world takes strides in the direction of carbon-neutrality, our Water Electrolysis technologies for Green Hydrogen are underscoring our contributions to a cleaner, less polluted world.

Talk sustainability, talk thyssenkrupp!

More at https://www.thyssenkrupp-industrial-solutions.com/india/

engineering.tomorrow.together.
IDEAL & THE RIGHT
CHOICE FOR
CHLOR-ALKALI
INDUSTRIES...!

www.bellowseal.com
Chlor-Alkali and Derivatives market reporting service

- **Global market news, prices and insights**
  Fob northeast Asia has become the dominant index for caustic soda contracts in the alumina industry since it was launched in 2017.

- **24/7 online access**
  The Argus Direct platform ensures you are kept updated on the fast-changing markets.

- **Access to Argus experts**
  Subscribing to the service lets you speak directly to our analysts

- **Trusted methodology**
  Our price assessment methodology is transparent and comes with clearly defined parameters.

Caustic Soda Global Market and Price Analysis 2021

Argus Consulting provides analysis on caustic soda supply versus demand and its view on the most likely supply or export market scenarios based on its knowledge of trade patterns, market economics, and other strengths, weaknesses and trends in this study. First launch in 2020 was widely accepted by the industry.

**Sign up now to gain access to the study package, which includes:**

- Global caustic soda supply and demand study 2021
- Regional price and cash cost analysis
- Presentation session on Argus long-term view

Bespoke consulting

Our consulting division builds on Argus’ key strengths – commodity markets expertise, international networks and trusted data – to help our clients realise opportunities in the chlor-alkali and inorganic chemicals space.

The global team works with corporates, lenders and investors, governments and regulatory bodies as well as professional service firms, offering tailor-made research to those seeking the highest quality market and technical insight, analysis and commentary.

Argus consulting has also undertaken several major projects with multinational Chlor-Alkali and Vinlyls producers.

Reach out to us at [singapore@argusmedia.com](mailto:singapore@argusmedia.com) to get a preview presentation on the study or request more information on any of our services.
Efficient Brine Filtration in Chlor-Alkali Industries

Pulse Jet Candle Filter

Salient Features
- No moving parts, no bearings
- Candles & Registers in PP or PVDF
- Seamless Filter Hose as filtration media (indigenously available)
- Vessel hard rubber lined from inside
- Direct filtration eliminates clarifier and gives clarity below 0.3 ppm
- Spare parts available ex-stock at a very economical pricing
- Dry discharge or Slurry discharge possible
- Reduced investment cost

Reference List
- Orient Paper Mills, M.P.
- Grasim Industries, Ganjam
- Gharda Chemicals, Lote
- Koruma Tarim, Turkey
- TGV SRAAC Ltd., Kurnool (Formerly, Rayalseema Alkalies)
- Punjab Alkalies & Chemicals Ltd., Chandigarh

Sharplex®

SHARPLEX FILTERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
AN ISO 9001:2008 / 14001 / 18001 COMPANY
Plot No. R-664, T.T.C. Industrial Area, Rabale, MIDC,
Navi Mumbai - 400 701, India.
Tel: +91 9138921232/3 till 9138921239 / 022-27696322/31/39
Fax: 022-27696325 Toll Free No. – Spares Dept. - 1800226641
E-mail: sales@sharplexfilters.com
www.sharplex.com
BICHLOR™ electrolyzers deliver **superior energy performance.**

- Very low power consumption of less than 1997 kWhr/te NaOH @ 6 kA/m² delivers significant energy savings
- Largest effective working area of 3.4 m² per module means fewer modules are required per tonne of NaOH
- Class leading output of 55,000 MTPA NaOH per electrolyser**
- Support from our global network of expert, specialist teams
- Robust, safe construction with superior strength and resistance to damage and distortion

**Designed for life.**

Learn more at [www.ineos.com/electrochemical](http://www.ineos.com/electrochemical)